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Abstract. This paper proposes an innovative business model for making 

accessible premium quality food worldwide, in respect with its origins and 

cultural background; the authors present a simulation approach to design the 

general architecture and the supply chain processes devoted to achieve this  

result as well as the description of the Supply Chain Architecture. The authors 

introduced the concept of data consistency for processing reliability of the input 

over the uncertainty of market demand as well as the influence of stochastic 

factors. The paper proposes this case study as a good example of using these 

innovative techniques integrated with simulation. 
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1 Introduction 

The design of a new supply chain is always a very difficult problem considering that 

is affected by many stochastic elements (e.g. delays in delivery, fluctuations in custom 

fees, supplier and production reliability, customer satisfaction, demand evolution); 

therefore when the supply chain addresses new business sectors and markets the 

problems is even more complex considering the uncertainty related to the capability to 

create a consistent demand. In this sense the idea to develop a slow food culture, related 

to premium quality food, within new countries is a very good example for this kind of 
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challenges. Slow food represents indeed the reaction to “fast food” approach and 

consider critical to develop a culture of food and a respect for high quality alimentary 

products related to typical traditions of different areas and regions; this concept was 

introduced probably around middle of ’80 in Italy and France and promoted the 

establishment of networks of producers and restaurateurs respecting the original quality 

of the food (Portinari 1989; Petrini 2003, 2013). 

Most recently the World Expo in Milan was exactly focused on food and importance 

of guarantee quality and to feed the whole planet (Cull 2015). For instance the cheese 

market in China was mostly not existing till few years ago and several companies trying 

to import there goods from France or Italy achieved very bad results (Debuef et al. 

2004); therefore the world is evolving and globalization deals also with blending 

different cultures and diffusing new knowledge on emerging areas. The authors are 

currently interested in developing processes to distribute high quality food products 

worldwide and especially in Far East, by delivering not only the goods, but even the 

cultural background related to them. This process deals with creating kits to be 

available for customers worldwide by web service and, concurrently, to connect the 

qualified original producers directly through cloud service. This paper presents a 

preliminary approach to develop a simulation model of the supply chain management 

(SCM) reproducing this processes and including information and good flows; therefore 

in this case it becomes critical to consider that the input data are strongly affected by 

hypotheses about market reactions. From this point of view it is proposed an innovative 

approach in characterizing the input not only in terms of values, but also in terms of 

their confidence band and reliability of the info and sources (Bruzzone et al. 2008; De 

Felice et al. 2010); these variables are used by the simulator producing results that 

could estimate the consistency of the results, the experimental error of the models as 

well as the overall reliability of the output.  

 

2 Cloud Manufacturing (CMfg) for Slow Food SCM 

CMfg is a new, production networks-based paradigm that enables to increase readiness 

and capabilities of the whole network (Tao et al.2011). The CMfg provides a safe, 

reliable, high quality, on demand and economic service for the entire production life 

cycle (Ren et al. 2014).  



 

Fig. 1. CMfg applied to Slow Food Cloud Central Services 

Being the case study focused on slow so high quality products and not off-the-shelf 

goods, the authors emphasize the importance of agility for CMfg, requiring an high 

degree of capability to be adaptive to evolution of market conditions and changes in 

customer requirements (Hao et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2013; Tao et al. 2014).  The 

enabling factors for Cloud Manufacturing and SCM are summarized in figure 1 for our 

context in consistency with existing research in other areas (Zhang et al. 2010a). The 

maximum degree of adaptability has to be reached through five forms of flexibility 

respect the Resource Service Composition (RSC): Task, Flow, Resource Service, 

Quality of Service (QoS) and Correlation (Zhang et al. 2010b). The purpose of such 

platform is providing common features to support customers and suppliers to achieve 

their goals, therefore it is necessary to adopt a proper business model, able to generate 

added value for all the “actors” involved in order to be widely used for cooperation and 

collaboration purposes (Bruzzone et al. 2012). The use of a core engine to distribute the 

orders and to decide delivery process and routing guarantees a continuous improvement 

(Baruwa et al.2008; Vonolfen et al.2011). Existing researches in this sector outline the 

fact for collaboration it is intended the capability of several actors to work together to 



gain common results by sharing knowledge and expertise (Parker 2007). When actors 

share information an Intellectual Property Right (IPR) issue could arises. It mainly 

focuses on the use and control of background and foreground rights and could be 

addressed and solved only through effective negotiation among the actors.  Starting 

from these considerations, the authors propose their vision on slow food SCM by using 

CMfg as a strategic “tool” able to support future globalized food chain with respect of 

its original high quality characteristics. 

3 Case study: “Eat in Cloud” 

The case study proposed in this paper, as anticipated. is related to the model of a new 

business titled “Eat in Cloud”. In facts the basic concept of “Eat in Cloud” comes out 

combining two basic principles: the first is to provide consumers with high quality and 

certified products immersed within their cultural heritage and the second is to help and 

facilitate cooperation among SMEs (Small Medium Size Enterprises) active in 

agricultural business such as Olive Oil Producers, Gourmet artisans (Jüttner et al. 

2009). The complexity of this supply chain suggests to adopt M&S as main 

investigation technique (Busato et al. 2009). Therefore the “Eat in Cloud” goal is to 

propose itself as a powerful service concurrently to SMEs and consumers, using 

Internet and its ability to create social dynamic networks and to combine different 

technologies; most of these products result fresh and strongly affected by logistics 

processes, so these elements make it evident the necessity to use M&S (Modeling and 

Simulation) as a tool to reproduce the related processes (Bruzzone, Massei and Bocca 

2009); indeed the coordination network in some way is mirroring the concepts in use 

for “Cloud Computing” with benefits of evolving Internet of Things (IoT) that provide 

quick and immediate access to these services as well as to control the related processes 

creating useful synergies such as catching the proper vector for delivery at a specific 

destination in respect of transportation constraints (Rodrigue et al. 2006; Rossi et al 

2012). The processes in order to be able to respect time and cost constraints, as well as 

the handling protocols that guarantee organoleptic characteristics of the food, need to 

develop effective management algorithms (Sun et al. 2005; Bruzzone et al.2013). 

Obviously the success of this initiative is deeply related to the capability to identify the 

proper ways to penetrate the region and to create this new market; this deals with the 

identification of target customers (e.g. customer profile in terms of culture, social 

status, age) and specific area to address (e.g. most promising countries, provinces, 



towns); for instance it is crucial to define if it makes sense to start promotion through 

service to regional restaurants within an area or to address special events or directly the 

final customers; obviously these alternatives are going concurrently, therefore it should 

be tuned the effort for each single channel (Bruzzone et al. 2004). Due to these reasons 

it becomes evident the necessity to collect the large quantity of available data on this 

framework and to adopt most recent analysis and management techniques for 

processing these big data. 

In similar way, it necessary to proceed to identify and promote the initiative among 

SME’s for their development and growth. Indeed this requires the capability to react 

dynamically, in full respect of the original and traditional food production processes, to 

the demand by adopting a quick response delivery service guaranteeing the high quality 

of the products. Marketing will be also important to guarantee the flows needed for the 

SCM, therefore the quality of the service obviously relies on the capacity to include in 

the delivery kits also the value of the food cultural heritage. For instance the delivery of 

a specific slow food related to the region should include additional info, pictures, video, 

image, crafts and elements allowing to perceiving properly this good within his cultural 

framework. 

The model proposed by “Eat in Cloud” is based on reliability and collaboration 

among the cloud service providers and slow food producers; in this way it results 

possible to advance in creating an efficient logistic and distribution model avoiding 

wastes and guaranteeing a smart and tailored service for each single consumer and 

channel (Massei 2006); this approach could lead to improve the whole supply chain and 

to support evolution of SME (Merkuryev et al. 2008, 2009; Merkuryeva et al. 2011). 

4 Logistics Architecture 

It is hereafter proposed the preliminary logistics model adopted for investigating this 

context; the approach is based on a service model coordinated by a Slow Food Cloud 

Central Services (SFC2S) that regulates orders and deliveries among producers and 

customers.  

In facts based on agreements among food producers and SFC2S, the goods are 

expected to be stocked in the nearest warehouse available in consistent quantities; in 

this location the kits are prepared by combining the different elements; the number of 

kits to be available in the warehouses are estimated based on data fusion predictive 

analysis. The forecasts consider historical sales, measured trends and market 



expectations, the values are corrected in consistency with sustainable volumes in terms 

of logistics costs, capabilities and constraints (Pfohl et al. 2010).  

It is proposed an architecture based on a logistics network composed by a set of 

distributed hub covering different regions to be served both in the customer area and in 

production sites; therefore it is necessary to evaluate dynamically for each good the 

trends for country and target customers and to aggregate them in each hub in relation to 

the logistics network architecture and flows. 

As consequences of this analysis the management algorithms are devoted to achieve 

several main goals including, respect of food protocols, time response with minimum 

stocks in each warehouse, reduction of unsold goods stocked through pre-assignments, 

based on preventive analysis, and promotional distribution policies to affect the 

demand.  

A simple representation of the logistics is proposed in the figure 2 and considers the 

different delivery approaches: 

- One Step Deliveries, further subdivided into the following elements: 

• Producer     →  Slow Food Area Hub 

• Slow Food Area Hub  →  Consumer 

-Two Step Deliveries devoted to regulate the following elements: 

• Producer     →  Slow Food Area Hub 

• Slow Food Area Hub  →  Customer Regional Hub 

• Customer Regional Hub  →  Consumers 

Talking about logistic hubs, we refer to a service like WaaS (Warehouse as a Service), 

also known as a temporary warehouse service; in this way the platform decreases the 

fixed costs and guarantees dynamic and scalable services enhancing the agility of the 

SCM. 

5 Modeling the Processes and Evaluating the Data Consistency 

As previously said, the “Eat in Cloud” concept is not limited to sales and distribution 

only, but includes also elements of the production processes as in other industrial 

context (Macias et al. 2004). As matter of fact, often SME’s in agricultural business, are 

not optimizing their production processes and/or waste their assets; in this context the 

assets are not limited to primary goods, but include  also their production capability, 

their resources and their know-how. 



 

Fig. 2. Slow Food Supply Chain with different delivery approaches 

The general scheme of the delivery process is summarized in the figure 2. Therefore 

the intent of the proposed SFC2S platform is to avoid, or at least mitigate the asset 

waste, creating and reinforcing the interaction among the productive realities by 

establishing virtual enterprises able to react dynamically to the demand evolution and 

to manage new kind of products obtained by combining their primary goods with other 

ones and/or with additional cultural heritage elements; in this way it is possible not only 

to maintain, but also to raise the qualitative standards which are the base of our 

productive vision and to penetrate new market by developing high value goods. 

Obviously to estimate the market response requires to develop models not only of 

the production, but also of the markets; it is also crucial to be able to evaluate the 

reliability of the SCM as well as the confidence of the estimations and hypothesis 

provided by the experts on a specific area or region and could support evaluation of the 

supply chain reliability (Christopher et al. 2004; Sceffi 2005; Sceffi et al. 2005; Longo 

et al. 2008; Falasca et al. 2008; Barroso et al. 2011; Stravos 2012). These assessments 

could be obtained through analysis on the big data by applying data farming and design 

of experiments (Montgomery 2000). A representation of the connections among the 

different entities is proposed in the figure 3; the lead times and specific costs affect the 

customer satisfaction during the simulation therefore also the general market situation 

is used as a bias for considering the performance of our new cloud services; this 



approach is an evolution of previous models used to represent fresh food supply chain 

(De Sensi et al. 2008; Bruzzone et al.2013). The SFC2S platform will serve as a slow 

food pool, where each good, defined in terms of quality, quantity and readiness, will be 

defined by each producer. A common matching algorithm engine will act as core 

engine for SFC2S platform to suggest and notify new opportunities for possible 

developments and synergies among goods and producers.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Interaction among the different entities of the SCM 

 

The algorithm should consider the reliability and confidence of the estimations; 

these parameters and their trends and standard deviations could be computed based on 

forecasts and orders dynamic evolution; indeed the  data consistency could evaluated 

by the following functions: 

𝐴𝑜𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0) = ∑𝐻(𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑗
𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑡0)

𝑛𝑗

𝑖=1

∙ 𝐻 (𝑡0 + 𝐼𝑡 − 𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑗
𝑖(𝑡)) ∙ 𝑂𝑆

𝑗
𝑖(𝑡) 

𝐹𝑜𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0, 𝑑𝑝𝑡) = 𝐴𝑜𝑗(𝑡 − 𝑑𝑝𝑡) + ∫ 𝐹𝑠𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡 − 𝑑𝑝𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑜+𝐼𝑡

𝑡0

 

𝐷𝑓𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0, 𝑑𝑝𝑡) = 𝐴𝑜𝑗(𝑡0 + 𝐼𝑡, 𝑡0) − 𝐹𝑜𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0, 𝑑𝑝𝑡) 

𝐷𝑎𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0, 𝑑𝑝𝑡) = 𝐴𝑜𝑗(𝑡0 + 𝐼𝑡, 𝑡0) − 𝐴𝑜𝑗(𝑡, 𝑡0) 

Aoj(t,t0)  Actual Orders for j-th product type at t time expected to be  

  delivered between to and to+It 



Foj(t, t0, dpt)  Future Order Estimator for j-th product type at t-dpt time,  

  expected to be delivered between to and to+It 

Fsj(t,t0,dpt)  Forecasts of quantities to be delivered at t time, net from  

  consolidated Orders, for j-th product estimated at t-dpt time  

dpt  Temporal anticipation for evaluating future orders 

nj  Number of orders for j-th product type 

t  Time 

t0  Beginning of the time interval for order consistency evaluation 

It  Time Interval for Order Consistency Evaluation 

ODDj
i(t)  Delivery Date of i-th order for j-th product type at t time 

OSj
i(t)  Status of i-th order for j-th product type at t time [0 inactive, 1 active] 

H(x)  Heavyside function 

Dfj(t,t0,dpt)  Difference between the real finalized orders within t0 and t0+It  

  and the Forecasts at t-dpt time for j-th product 

Daj(t,t0,dpt)  Difference between the real finalized orders within t0 and t0+It  

  and consolidated orders within the same time interval at t-dpt time 

 

The Dfj(t,t0,dpt) allows to measure the reliability of the forecasts as soon as dpt goes 

to zero and t approaches to t0; these parameters represent a key performance about 

forecasts; vice versa Daj(t,t0,dpt) is a measure of the reliability of the orders provided by 

the different kinds of customers and allows to measure the related changes as soon as t 

approaches at t0. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper includes a description of a new business approach to develop slow food 

market in new regions through use of innovative supply chain models inspired to cloud 

manufacturing. Simulation is expected to be used in order to evaluate this new 

architecture as well as the adopted approach and criteria; this paper proposes a 

preliminary approach to the problem and it is devoted to create the framework to 

evaluate the reliability and consistency of the solution, as well as to identify alternative 

configurations and opportunities to improve the whole SCM performance.  

The authors are currently cooperating for using this model in developing new 

business over Far East with products arriving mostly from South Europe and especially 

Italy. 
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